
GIGEE enters the second half of 2023 on a high. In the captivating month of July, she made her debut release on Joris  
Voorn’s Spectrum label, a milestone that harmonised seamlessly with her latest tour of India, following a string of captivating  
performances at European festivals and clubs. 

The Polish-born, Paris-based producer’s 2019 debut ‘Reborn Pulse’ EP on Katermukke put her firmly in the spotlight, 
charting high in Beatport’s Melodic House & Techno top 100 within days, and singled out for support by Sven Vath.

Multiple releases on esteemed labels like Mobilee, Desert Hearts and again on Katermukke garnered consistent support 
from Industry tastemakers. Her versatile music has entertained audiences globally with support from the likes of Solomun, 
David Guetta, Armin Van Buuren, ARTBAT, Joris Voorn, Sven Vath, Charlotte de Witte, Raxon, Magdalena, Nora en Pure and
Township Rebellion amongst many more.

Appearing three times on Pete Tong’s Esteemed Radio 1 Essential Mix. It was inevitable that GIGEE’s potent melodiousness 
and an intrepid progressive flair found another spiritual abode on Spectrum.

Initially, Self-taught GIGEE honed her skills by ghost-writing for other producers before growing in confidence and claiming 
her name and rgihtful place in the electronic scene. GIGEE has a distinctly fresh take on melodic techno, blending progressive 
house, melodic house and techno but typically rejecting formula and rulebook - crafting her unique and playful sound.

Regularly featuring in Spotify playlists such as Electronic Rising, Fresh Finds, Friday Crate Diggers, Low Key Tech and  
Minimal Techno - GIGEE si attracting the attention not only of her DJ/Producer peers, but also regularly featuring in Spotify 
playlists such as Electronic Rising, Fresh Finds, Friday Crate Diggers, Low Key Tech and Minimal Techno - GIGEE is attractingt 
he attention not only of her DJ/Producer peers, but also global audiences too.

Crossing genres not only in music, but in her other fields of interest such as fashion or philanthropy, she works simultaneo-
usly on multiple ideas in a perfect creative storm.

GIGEE’s broad musical understanding is reflected in her captivating DJ performances. The emphatic producer consistently 
deliver mixes that blend unreleased music from her huge personal arsenal, along with her own edits of powerful dancefloor 
gems.
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Keen to always connect with fans and other artists alike - GIGEE is an artist who takes nothing for granted. She thrives on 
interacting with and getting to know the fans who come to see her play - Immensely thankful that their support allows her to 
continue travelling the world, doing what she loves.

This love of meeting new people also extends to other artists, with whom she is always keen to share music, and find  
harmonious opportuntiies for collaborations, either on stage - or in production.

With several more large releases in the works, the remainder of the calendar year will see GIGEE touring Europe and 
 roadtesting these productions, before what is set to be an action packed 2024, both on and offt he road.
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